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Characterizing the photoactivation performance of highlighter fluorescence proteins �FPs� is crucial
for screening better highlighter FPs and optimizing the photoactivation efficiency of a certain
highlighter FP. Currently, photoactivation contrast and half-time values of photoactivation and
photobleaching processes are used for such purpose. However, the relations among these parameters
are not clear, and little guidance for practical experiments could be obtained from the half-time
values. Here, we show that light dose dependent fluorescence curve, which is calculated from
activation-intensity-dependent photoactivation and photobleaching rates, is capable of quantifying
the photoactivation performance straightforwardly. Moreover, the photoactivation contrast is easily
obtained from the curve. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3518471�

The rapid development of fluorescence labeling tech-
nologies and advanced fluorescence imaging techniques pro-
vides great opportunities for noninvasive study of protein
dynamics in living cells. Visualization of protein location
and movement within and between cellular compartments
with high spatial and temporal resolution is now made pos-
sible with the use of time-lapse fluorescence imaging and
super-resolution microscopy.1 In these techniques, site-
specific protein labeling of subcellular compartments with
high photoactivation contrast is required, which eventually
leads to the advent of a unique class of probes, the optical
highlighter fluorescent proteins �FPs�, including photoacti-
vatable, photoconvertable, and photoswitchable FPs.

Practically, an activation laser is typically employed to
selectively activate the highlighter FPs within a cell, fol-
lowed by conventional fluorescence imaging with a different
laser from the one used for activation. A highlighted subcel-
lular region with bright signals over dark backgrounds, i.e., a
high level of photoactivation contrast, was generated for fur-
ther protein dynamics studies.2,3 Note that the photoactiva-
tion contrast is calculated from the fluorescence before and
after the photoactivation. Obviously, the selection of good
highlighter FPs and the optimization of the activation
process are both crucial for maximizing the photoactivation
contrast.

Currently, the photoactivation performance of a high-
lighter FP is usually characterized with several independent
parameters, including maximum photoactivation contrast and
half-time values of photoactivation and photobleaching
processes.4,5 Unfortunately, a little or no guidance could be
obtained from the half-time values for practical biological
imaging experiments, and due to insufficient understanding
on the interaction between highlighter FPs and the activation
laser, the relations among the maximum photoactivation con-
trast and the half-time values have been lacking in the scien-
tific literature. Hence, in practical experiments, a compli-
cated and time-consuming process is always necessary for
maximizing the photoactivation contrast.6 Considering these
difficulties, a straightforward and quantitative approach for
characterizing the photoactivation performance of high-

lighter FPs would be of great benefit to the screening of
better highlighter FPs and the optimization of photoactiva-
tion efficiency for exploring complicated protein dynamics in
single cells.

In this letter, we evaluate the photoactivation and pho-
tobleaching characteristics of several popular highlighter FPs
under activation light with different intensity and propose a
straightforward and quantitative approach for characterizing
the photoactivation performance of optical highlighter fluo-
rescent proteins.

The experiments were carried out with four representa-
tive highlighter FPs, including the PAGFP �the first photoac-
tivatable highlighter�, PAmCherry1 �the first photoactivat-
able protein screened with super-resolution microscopy�,
Dronpa �one of the better known photoswitchable highlight-
ers�, and Dendra2 �a popular green-to-red photoconvertable
highlighter�.2 All of these highlighter FPs were expressed
separately in Escherichia coli �E. coli� bacteria. Note that
here, E. coli was chosen as the experimental platform for its
structural simplicity and expression uniformity. A droplet
��0.1 �l� of a mixture of E. coli and double distilled water
was dropped onto the surface of a clean glass coverslip, and
left dry out for 1–2 min to avoid bacteria diffusion. The
sample was then characterized with an Olympus FV1000
laser scanning confocal microscope equipped with an auto-
matic Olympus IX 81 inverted microscope and a 60� im-
mersion oil apochromatic objective with numerical aperture
�NA� of 1.42. The laser power at the sample was measured
directly above the objective lens with an Ophir NOVA laser
power monitor connected with an Ophir PD300-3W photo-
diode sensor. The light intensity at the sample, I, was calcu-
lated according to Habuchi et al.7

Activation of PAGFP and Dronpa was performed with a
405 nm laser in a selected sample region of about 30
�30 �m2 at the center of the imaging area. A much larger
area containing the activated PAGFP and Dronpa in its center
was carried out with the 488 nm laser line from an argon ion
laser and the emitted fluorescence was detected with a wave-
length range of 495–585 nm. The Dronpa-expressing E. coli
was first photobleached by the 488 nm laser at
0.30 MW /cm2 for 400 �s from the fluorescent ionized
state. For Dendra2 and PAmCherry1, the activation was car-a�Electronic mail: leo@mail.hust.edu.cn.
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ried out with the same 405 nm laser and similar sample di-
mensions, while the 543 nm laser line of the green HeNe
laser was used for the subsequent fluorescence imaging. The
emitted fluorescence from Dendra2 and PAmCherry1 was
detected between the spectral range of 560–660 nm. All the
fluorescent images �256�256 pixels, 12 bits, bitmap� were
collected under identical photomultiplier tube high voltage
�700 V� and pixel integration time �2 �s /pixel�. According
to Kremers et al., the excitation laser power was adjusted to
yield �200 counts in the initial fluorescence.8 The power
and wavelength used for imaging the photoactivated FPs
were PAGFP, 0.958 W /cm2 �488 nm�, Dronpa,
0.958 W /cm2 �488 nm�, Dendra2, 15.46 W /cm2 �543 nm�,
and PAmCherry1, 21.16 W /cm2 �543 nm�, respectively. The
activation duration was adjusted inversely to the activation
intensity to guarantee sufficient data sampling for further
curve fitting. For fluorescence imaging, the laser intensity
was controlled to have negligible photobleaching effects to
the activated FPs. All the photoactivation experiments were
repeated 5–10 times to minimize the effects from laser power
and fluorescence intensity fluctuation. E. coli bacteria with-
out highlighter FP expression were used as internal control.
The fluorescence images were analyzed using the software
provided by the confocal system, FLUOVIEW 1.5 and MATLAB

R2009B.
We first characterized the photoactivation behavior of

PAGFP under different activation intensities. The fluores-
cence images �Fig. 1�a�� and curves �Fig. 1�b�� represent the
density changes of the activated PAGFP molecules during
the photoactivation process. It is clear from Fig. 1�b� that
under higher activation intensities, the number of activated
molecules increases and then disappears more rapidly. Inter-
estingly, the maximum fluorescence increase after photoacti-
vation was found to be �20-fold for the PAGFP-expressing
E. coli �Fig. 1�b��, showing a much lower photoactivation
efficiency than that in PAGFP-expressing COS-7 cells
��60-fold�.9 Moreover, the photoactivation �PA� and pho-
tobleaching �PB� rates of PAGFP �Fig. 1�c�� were obtained
from a double-exponential fitting of the corresponding fluo-
rescence curves in Fig. 1�b�.10,11 We found that the depen-
dence of PA and PB rates on the activation intensity is almost

linear and the PA rates are much larger than the PB rates �see
more details in the following discussions�. As for compari-
son, under similar activation conditions no fluorescence in-
crease was observed from E. coli without expressing PAGFP.

We measured the activation-intensity-dependent PA
and PB rates of the other three highlighter FPs �Fig. 2�. It is
interesting to see that Dronpa �1.09�103 cm2 /MW ms�
could be activated at about two orders of magnitude
faster than PAGFP �12.81 cm2 /MW ms� and Dendra2
�10.78 cm2 /MW ms�, demonstrating that the cis-trans pho-
toisomerization in Dronpa occurs much easier than the de-
carboxylation in PAGFP and the backbone cleavage in
Dendra2.3,12 Meanwhile, the activation speed of PAm-
Cherry1 �1.98 cm2 /MW ms� is about 6.5 times slower
than that of PAGFP, which probably resulted from the
extra oxidation process involved in the photoactivation
of PAmCherry1.4,13 On the other hand, the slope values
of the activation-intensity-dependent PB curves of
PAGFP �0.30 cm2 /MW ms�, Dronpa �0.53 cm2 /MW ms�,
Dendra2 �0.25 cm2 /MW ms�, and PAmCherry1
�0.0026 cm2 /MW ms� are 40–2000 times smaller than their
corresponding PA counterparts. Note that negligible pho-
tobleaching was observed in the photoactivation of Dronpa
with the low laser intensities used �Fig. 2�a��, therefore, the
photobleaching rates of Dronpa in Fig. 2�b� had to be mea-
sured at much stronger activation intensity.

We hypothesized with some confidence that the slope
values in Fig. 2 could be used as good parameters for char-
acterizing the photoactivation performance of highlighter
FPs. To have a better understanding on the meaning of the
slope values, it is necessary to use rate equations to quantify
the fluorescence trace in the photoactivation process. We ex-
pect a dual-exponential decay of the fluorescence, since both
photoactivation and photobleaching effects from the activa-
tion laser are involved in the photoactivation process. Similar
to the equation proposed by Chen et al. to describe the
two-photon activation of PAGFP in the presence of
photobleaching,14 the dependence of fluorescence intensity
�Ifluo� on the activation duration �t� could be written as

Ifluo = A exp�kPAt� + B exp�kPBt� , �1�

where kPA and kPB denote the activation-intensity-dependent
PA and PB rates, respectively. From Fig. 2, it is easy to know
that kPA=slopePAI and kPB=slopePBI. Here, I is the activation
intensity. Accordingly, Eq. �1� could be rewritten as

Ifluo = A exp�slopePAIt� + B exp�slopePBIt� . �2�

Taking the concept of light dose, d= It, a well-accepted pho-
tophysical parameter from the field of photomedicine,15,16 we
have

FIG. 1. �Color online� Photoactivation of PAGFP expressed in E. coli. �a�
The fluorescence images taken at different integrated activation durations
shown in the upper left corner of the images. Scale bar: 50 �m. �b� The
fluorescence curves of PAGFP under different activation intensities
�MW /cm2�. The data represent mean pixel values in the activated area and
were normalized to the initial value. Time dependent fluorescence from
control sample �E. coli without PAGFP expression� is also presented for
comparison. �c� The PA and PB rates of PAGFP as a function of the activa-
tion intensity. The solid lines represent the best linear fit.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The dependence of PA and PB rates on the activation
intensity. The solid lines represent the best linear fit.
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Ifluo = A exp�slopePAd� + B exp�slopePBd� . �3�

With Eq. �3� and the slope values from Fig. 2, we calcu-
lated the fluorescence dynamics of the highlighter FPs as a
function of light dose. It is straightforward to see from Fig. 3
that for each protein, a maximum fluorescence intensity can
be acquired under an optimal light dose, which could be
manipulated from both the activation duration and the inten-
sity. Among the four highlighter FPs, Dronpa needs least
light dose to achieve maximum photoactivation efficiency,
indicating that Dronpa is a “photon-economic” highlighter.
Moreover, when the maximum fluorescence intensity is di-
vided by its initial value, we could easily obtain an important
parameter for screening better highlighter FPs, the photoac-
tivation contrast. However, it should be pointed out that the
photoactivation contrast ratio values in our experimental
conditions �E. coli� are significantly smaller than the reported
values measured from purified proteins.2 For example, the
photoactivation contrast of Dendra2 was reported to be as
high as 350 in the purified form,17 compared to a value of
less than 3 in E. coli �this work�. To evaluate the effect of the
autofluorescence from E. coli to the photoactivation contrast
value, experiments were carried out in a special sample
where E. coli with and without highlighter FPs expressing
are presented in the same field of view. In this case, the
contribution of autofluorescence background could be elimi-
nated �or at least significantly minimized� by subtracting the
total pixel intensity from the former by that from the latter
with the same image area. Surprisingly, after the autofluores-
cence background subtraction, we found out that the increase
of photoactivation contrast values in all the four highlighter
FPs is less than 10%. To further verify the effectiveness of
our experimental design, we characterized the photoactiva-
tion performance of purified Dendra2 proteins at a concen-
tration of 10 mg/ml in aqueous drops in mineral oil.4 Note
that the same activation and imaging conditions were applied
as that of the Dendra2 expressed E. coli sample. The photo-
activation contrast was found to be �220, which is much
closer to the reported value of 350.17 Taking the above find-
ings into consideration, we conclude that the photoactivation
contrast values measured under E. coli platform represent the
“effective” photoactivation performance of highlighter FPs,
while the values measured with purified form are much
closer to the “intrinsic” photoactivation performance. To this
extent, for practical cellular imaging experiments, one should

pay more efforts to characterize the effective photoactivation
performance of a highlighter FP in the cell samples to be
used.

In conclusion, we measured the PA and PB rates of four
representative highlighter FPs �PAGFP, Dronpa, Dendra2,
and PAmCherry1� under different activation intensities. We
derived two useful parameters, slopePA and slopePB, from the
activation-intensity-dependent PA and PB rates for character-
izing the intrinsic properties of highlighter FPs. We calcu-
lated the light dose dependent fluorescence curves of the four
highlighter FPs and showed that these curves could be used
to quantify the photoactivation performance of the high-
lighter FPs straightforwardly. We also found out that the pho-
toactivation contrast ratio values of the four highlighter FPs
expressed in E. coli are significantly smaller than the re-
ported values measured from purified proteins.
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